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Abstract. With the persistent deployment of ontological specifications
in practice and the increasing size of the deployed ontologies, methodologies for ontology engineering are becoming more and more important.
In particular, the specification of negative constraints is often neglected
by the human expert, whereas they are crucial for increasing an ontology’s deductive potential. We propose a novel, arguably cognitively
advantageous methodology for identifying and adding missing negative
constraints to an existing ontology. To this end, a domain expert navigates through the space of satisfiable class expressions with the aim of
finding absurd ones, which then can be forbidden by adding a respective constraint to the ontology. We give the formal foundations of our
approach, provide an implementation, called Possible World Explorer
(PEW) and illustrate its usability by describing prototypical navigation
paths using the example of the well-known pizza ontology.
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Introduction

Ontologies – logical descriptions of a domain of interest – are at the core of
Semantic Technologies. Expressive ontology languages like OWL allow for very
precise specifications of semantic interdependencies between the notions describing a domain of interest. While it has been argued that “a little semantics goes a
long way” and lightweight formalisms provide for better scalability properties, it
is also widely accepted that expressive formalisms are superior in terms of modeling power and the capability of deriving implicit knowledge, thereby allowing
for a more intelligent way of handling information.
From the viewpoint of formal semantics, the axioms of an OWL ontology
can be seen as conditions or constraints which a possible world has to satisfy for
being in line with what the ontology modeler has specified to be “true” in the
considered domain. Thereby, one can distinguish between positive constraints,
which specify what must be necessarily true, and negative constraints declaring
what is impossible.3 It has often been noted that positive constraints – such as
3

Note that, on this general level, the distinction is conceptual rather than technical:
for instance, the positive constraint that all catholic priests must be unmarried can

class memberships, class and role hierarchies, or domain and range restrictions –
are more salient and graspable to human beings and are preferably specified by
modelers, whereas typical negative constraints – like class or role disjointness –
are often neglected. However, negative constraints are crucial for exploiting the
full deductive potential of expressive ontological modeling. In particular, they
are essential for causing inconsistencies, being a helpful feature for many ontology management tasks, e.g. detecting modeling errors in the course of ontology
creation and refinement [5], repairing mappings between two ontologies [8] or
revising ontologies interactively [11].
In order to overcome this problem, many automated techniques have been
designed to extract negative constraints from ontologies themselves or other
sources, such as texts [16, 17, 9, 3]. The majority of these techniques rely on
heuristics and machine learning methods whence their results are not entirely
reliable and usually need to be inspected manually. Moreover, the mentioned approaches are restricted to disjointness, the simplest form of negative constraints.
On another note, in the course of interactive ontology completion strategies
based on Formal Concept Analysis [13, 1, 14], negative constraints are naturally
acquired next to positive ones. As a downside, these techniques are rather expensive in terms of user interaction and tend to patronize the expert by forcing
her to just answer a prescribed row of questions.
We propose to approach the problem from a different angle by providing
more freedom to the domain expert and representing the task of specifying
negative constraints in a cognitively apt (and, hopefully, interesting or even
playful) way. This is achieved by letting the expert navigate the possibilities left
open by the currently specified ontology, using a faceted browsing approach, and
discover absurd configurations. In a sense, the modeler explores the “Platonic
universe” where everything ontologically possible also exists. This way, configurations which are practically impossible can be identified, turned into negative
constraints, and added to the ontology.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we lay out the basic idea
of our methodology. Section 3 provides syntax and semantics of the description
logic underlying OWL in a condensed way, while Section 4 introduces further
formal notions needed for our approach. Section 5 describes our navigation approach on a technical level and establishes properties which ensure its adequacy.
In Section 6, we introduce the Possible World Explorer (PEW), a tool which
implements the proposed methodology and in Section 7 we illustrate its usefulness and usability by describing exemplary runs of it. Section 8 concludes and
describes avenues for future work.
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The Advocatus Diaboli Methodology

Here we give a non-technical overview of our envisioned methodology for the
specification of negative constraints by exploring possible worlds.
likewise be read as the negative constraint that the existence of a married catholic
priest is impossible.
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As a starting point, we assume that an OWL ontology has been created by
stipulating the used vocabulary and possibly arranging classes and properties in
taxonomies. It is not essential that the ontology contains individuals, our method
works equally well for non-populated ontologies. Also, the ontology may or may
not already contain axioms beyond taxonomic relationships.
According to the model-theoretic semantics, an ontology can be seen as a
set of constraints characterizing possible worlds (the models of the ontology).
Adding axioms to an ontology results in strengthening these constraints and
thereby “ruling out” models.
Our methodology can be seen as an exploration of the possible worlds admitted by an ontology. Thereby, a domain expert starts to describe an individual of
one of these possible worlds by specifying its class memberships and relationships
to other individuals. This specification process is supported by an interface in the
spirit of faceted browsing, which naturally constrains the specification process in
a way that no descriptions can be constructed which would contradict the ontology. In other words, the navigation-like stepwise refinement of the description of
a possible individual ensures that an individual matching this description indeed
exists in at least one of the models of the ontology. In this sense, the proposed
methodology can indeed be seen as an “exploration of possible worlds”.
The actual task of the domain expert is now to construct descriptions which
are possible according to the ontology but absurd given the experts domain
knowledge. That is, the domain expert is supposed to assume the role of the
“devils advocate” by actively trying to construct situations which are impossible
according to his/her knowledge of the domain, thereby showing that the given
ontology is underconstrained. Once such a problematic description has been
constructed, it can be converted into an axiom which exactly prohibits this
situation. By adding this axiom to the ontology, the just constructed absurd
description is made impossible and every model featuring such a situation is
excluded from the possible worlds.
From a cognitive viewpoint, the particular twist of this methodology is that
it facilitates the specification of negative constraints by staying on a positive,
scenario-like level, by exploring what is (logically) possible, pushing the boundaries of what is conceivable, and trying to cross them by constructing “nonsensical” descriptions. Arguably, this is much easier and more intuitive than the task
of directly coming up with negative constraints.
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Preliminaries

Although the proposed methodology is suitable for any sufficiently expressive
logical formalism, we focus our consideration on the OWL Web Ontology Language [12] as the currently most prominent expressive ontology language.4
4

Note that RDF and RDFS, though certainly more widespread, do not allow for the
specification of negative constraints. In fact, the only way to cause an inconsistency in
RDFS – namely via XML-clashes – should be seen as a feature which was introduced
accidentally rather than intentionally, cf. [6], Section 3.3.3.
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Table 1. Syntax and semantics of role and class constructors in SROIQ. Thereby a
denotes an individual name, R an arbitrary role name and S a simple role name. C
and D denote class expressions.
Name
inverse role
universal role
top
bottom
negation
conjunction
disjunction
nominals
univ. restriction
exist. restriction
Self class
qualified number
restriction

Syntax
R−
U
>
⊥
¬C
C uD
C tD
{a}
∀R.C
∃R.C
∃S.Self
6n S.C
>n S.C

Semantics
{hx, yi ∈ ∆I × ∆I | hy, xi ∈ RI }
∆I × ∆I
∆I
∅
∆I \ C I
C I ∩ DI
C I ∪ DI
{aI }
{x ∈ ∆I | hx, yi ∈ RI implies y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆I | for some y ∈ ∆I , hx, yi ∈ RI and y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆I | hx, xi ∈ S I }
{x ∈ ∆I | #{y ∈ ∆I | hx, yi ∈ S I and y ∈ C I } ≤ n}
{x ∈ ∆I | #{y ∈ ∆I | hx, yi ∈ S I and y ∈ C I } ≥ n}

The OWL DL version of the current OWL standard is based on the very
expressive description logic SROIQ [7]. For a description of the relationship
between OWL and the underlying description logics, the reader is referred to [6]
or [15]. In this paper we will use description logic notation for its brevity. Thus,
we briefly recap syntax and semantics of the description logic SROIQ, although
we will only actively work with a restricted sublanguage of it thereafter.
Let NI , NC , and NR be finite, disjoint sets called individual names, class
names and role names respectively,5 with NR = Rs ] Rn called simple and
non-simple roles, respectively. These atomic entities can be used to form complex
classes and roles in the usual way (see Table 1). A SROIQ-knowledge base 6 is
a tuple (T , R, A) where T is a SROIQ-TBox, R is a regular SROIQ-role
hierarchy7 and A is a SROIQ-ABox containing axioms as presented in Table 2.
The semantics of SROIQ is defined via interpretations I = (∆I , ·I ) composed of
a non-empty set ∆I called the domain of I and a function ·I mapping individuals
to elements of ∆I , classes to subsets of ∆I and roles to subsets of ∆I × ∆I . This
mapping is extended to complex roles and classes as displayed in Table 1 and
finally used to evaluate axioms (see Table 2). We say I satisfies a knowledge base
KB = (T , R, A) (or I is a model of KB , written: I |= KB ) if it satisfies all axioms
of T , R, and A. We say that a knowledge base KB entails an axiom α (written
KB |= α) if all models of KB are models of α. Finally, a knowledge base KB is
satisfiable if it has a model and a class C is called satisfiable w.r.t. a knowledge
5

6
7

Finiteness of the vocabulary is required for the further considerations. This does
not impose a restriction since the vocabulary is not bounded and can be extended
whenever this should be necessary.
We use the terms knowledge base and ontology interchangeably.
We assume the usual regularity assumption for SROIQ, but omit it for space reasons.
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Table 2. Syntax and semantics of SROIQ axioms
Axiom α
R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rn v R
Dis(S, T )
CvD
C(a)
R(a, b)
.
a=b
.
a=
6 b

I |= α, if
I
R1I ◦ · · · ◦ Rn
⊆ RI
SI ∩ T I = ∅
C I ⊆ DI
aI ∈ C I
(aI , bI ) ∈ RI
aI = aI
aI 6= bI

RBox R
TBox T
ABox A

base KB if there is a model I of KB with C I 6= ∅. We also recap that C is
satisfiable if and only if KB ∪ {C(a)} is satisfiable where a is a “fresh” individual
not occurring in KB . Also, C is unsatisfiable if and only if KB |= C v ⊥.

4

Formal Foundations

We now define a subclass of OWL class expressions which we deem particularly
intuitive to deal with from a cognitive perspective as they essentially represent
(alternatives of) existing structures, while negations are only used at an elementary level.8 To see that this choice is reasonable, note that humans would
normally have no problems with handling the class of non-smokers or childless
persons, while classes such as non-(persons having a big dog and a small cat)
occur unnatural, contrived and are harder to cognitively deal with.
Definition 1. Given sets NC , NR , NI of atomic class names, atomic role names
and individual names, respectively, simple class expressions are class expressions
of one of the forms A, ¬A (with A ∈ NC ), ∃r.>, ¬∃r.>, ∃r− .>, ¬∃r− .> (for
r ∈ NR ), {o}, ¬{o} (for o ∈ NI ).
Next, the set CI of cognitively intuitive class expressions is iteratively defined
as follows:
1. every simple class expression is in CI,
2. for C1 , C2 ∈ CI, C1 u C2 and C1 t C2 are in CI,
3. for r ∈ NR and C ∈ CI, ∃r.C and ∃r− .C are in CI.
The set CI[X] of pointed CI class expressions denotes CI class expressions
with the symbol X occurring exactly once in the place of an unnegated class
name.
In words, CI class expressions allow for the description of situations: existing objects, their interrelations and their properties (in terms of being (non)members of atomic classes, (not) participating in a relationship, or (not) being
8

In fact, the navigation paradigm for building such class expression will be such that
it even discourages the use of this simple form of negation.
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identical to a named individual). Thereby, the structure of the axioms enforces
that only tree-like relationships can be described. Moreover, the use of disjunction allows for specifying alternatives for parts of the situation descriptions.
Pointed class expressions are used to put a focus on a subexpression of a class
expression. This focus will serve as a marker to indicate a point in the expression
where new subexpressions can be attached. Consequently, given a pointed CI
class expression C(X) and a CI class expression D, we write C(D) for the class
expression C(X)[D/X] obtained by replacing the occurrence of X in C(X) by
D. The following proposition is an easy consequence of the observation that by
construction, X occurs in a position with positive polarity.
Proposition 1. Let KB be a knowledge base, let D and D0 be arbitrary class
expressions and let C(X) be a pointed CI class expression. Then KB |= D v D0
implies KB |= C(D) v C(D0 ).
Definition 2. Given a knowledge base KB and a pointed CI class expression
C(X), we call C(X) satisfiable w.r.t. KB , if C(>) is satisfiable w.r.t. KB . We
further define the possible adjuncts of C(X) (denoted by possKB (C(X)) as all
simple class expressions D for which C(D) is satisfiable w.r.t. KB . Moreover,
we define the necessary adjuncts of C(X) (denoted by necKB (C(X)) as the set
of all simple class expressions D for which C(¬D) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. KB .
Example 1. Let KB be a knowledge base containing just the following two axioms: (A1) ∃colonyOf− .> u EUCountry v ⊥ stating that EU countries must not
have colonies and the axiom (A2) ∃colonyOf− .> v Country expressing that
only countries may have colonies. Then, considering the pointed class expression Country u ∃colonyOf.X has Country as a necessary adjunct since (A2)
would render Country u ∃colonyOf.¬Country unsatisfiable. On the other hand,
EUCountry is not a possible adjunct, since Country u ∃colonyOf.EUCountry being not satisfiable.
Clearly, the sets of possible and necessary adjuncts of a pointed class expression provide useful information on how the expression can be reasonably extended and what extensions would be implied anyway, both taking the provided
knowledge base into account. Still, in specific cases, with disjunctive information
being involved, possKB (C(X)) might not quite capture the needed information,
as illustrated by the following example.
Example 2. Considering the knowledge base KB introduced above, the pointed
class expression EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.X) would allow for the class EUCountry as possible adjunct, as the class EUCitizen t
∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.EUCountry) is still satisfiable thanks to either of the disjuncts EUCitizen and EUCountry.
To exclude such unwanted cases, we introduce the notion of balancedness as a
desired property of class expressions. Intuitively, a class expression is balanced,
if all alternatives described by unions can possibly occur. Toward the formal
definition, we first have to introduce the notion of prunings.
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Definition 3. The pruning of a pointed CI class expression is obtained by applying the recursive function prune (we tacitly exploit commutativity of u and t
to reduce cases):
prune(X) := X
prune(C(X) u D) := prune(C(X)) u D
prune(C(X) t D) := prune(C(X))
prune(∃r.C(X)) := ∃r.prune(C(X))
prune(∃r− .C(X)) := ∃r− .prune(C(X))
Intuitively, by pruning a pointed class expression, we specialize it by demanding that the disjunctive branch in which X is located must be “selected”.
Example 3. Continuing the above example, we obtain
prune(EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.X))
= ∃livesIn.∃colonyOf.X.
Definition 4. Let KB be a knowledge base and let C be a CI class expression
in which a union D1 t D2 occurs as a subexpression. Let C 0 (X) be obtained from
C by replacing this occurrence with X, such that C = C 0 (D1 t D2 ). Then, we
call the occurrence of D1 t D2 in C balanced if both prune(C 0 (X))[D1 /X] and
prune(C 0 (X))[D2 /X] are satisfiable w.r.t. KB . Otherwise, we say the the occurrence is imbalanced and call every Di with unsatisfiable prune(C 0 (X))[Di /X] a
fake disjunct.
A CI class expression C is called fully balanced if it is satisfiable and all occurrences of union subexpressions are balanced. A pointed class expression C(X)
is called fully balanced if C(>) is fully balanced.
Example 4. EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.EUCountry) can be
found to be not fully balanced since it contains the imbalanced occurrence
of EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.EUCountry with ∃colonyOf.EUCountry being the
fake disjunct since prune(EUCitizent∃livesIn.X)[∃colonyOf.EUCountry/X] =
(∃livesIn.X)[∃colonyOf.EUCountry/X] = ∃livesIn.∃colonyOf.EUCountry) is
unsatisfiable w.r.t. KB (see above).
By definition, full balancedness of a class can be checked by a twofold class
satisfiability test for each disjunctive subexpression, thus the number of necessary
class satisfiability checks is linearly bounded by the size of the class expression.
It is rather easy to see that by restricting to fully balanced class expressions,
we do not lose anything in terms of expressivity, since for any satisfiable class we
find an equivalent one which is fully balanced by pruning away the fake disjuncts.
Proposition 2. For any not fully balanced CI class expression C there is a CI
class expression C 0 such that
– C 0 is fully balanced,
– KB |= C ≡ C 0
7

– C 0 is obtained by the repeated replacement of imbalanced occurrences of
unions by the respective non-fake disjunct.
Proof. We first show the following claim: Given a knowledge base KB w.r.t.
which a class expression C(E) is unsatisfiable, we obtain KB |= C(EtF ) ≡ C(F )
(†). To see this, note that an easy induction yields that C(E tF ) ≡ C(E)tC(F )
is a tautology. On the other hand, we know KB |= C(E) ≡ ⊥ and therefore
KB |= C(E) t C(F ) ≡ ⊥ t C(F ). Therefore, since ⊥ t C(F ) ≡ C(F ), we obtain
KB |= C(E t F ) ≡ C(F ).
Starting from C0 = C 0 , we now repeat the following steps until we arrive at
a balanced Cn :
– Pick an unbalanced occurrence E t F in Ci , where F is the fake disjunct,
and let Ci0 (X) be such that Ci = Ci0 (E t F )
– Define Ci+1 = Ci0 (E). Note that KB |= Ci ≡ Ci+1 due to (†).
Obviously, the procedure terminates since the size of Ci constantly decreases
and yields a fully balanced class expression equivalent to C (w.r.t. KB ).
t
u
Example 5. Given KB from above, we find that the (not fully balanced) class
expression EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.EUCountry) and the
fully balanced class expression EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry) are equivalent w.r.t. KB .
These findings justify our suggestion to restrict the possible adjuncts for a
pointed class expression to those which would not just maintain its satisfiability,
but also its balancedness.
Definition 5. Given a knowledge base KB and a pointed CI class expression
C(X), we define the nice possible adjuncts of C(X) (denoted by poss,
KB (C(X))
as all simple class expressions D for which C(D) is fully balanced w.r.t. KB .
Example 6. Considering the knowledge base from above, we obtain EUCountry 6∈
poss,
KB (EUCitizen t ∃livesIn.(EUCountry t ∃colonyOf.X)) since inserting
EUCountry for X would result in a not fully balanced class.
We close this section by proving a proposition which will come in handy later
on.
Proposition 3. Given a knowledge base KB , let C(X) be a pointed CI class
expression and let D be a CI class expression. Then the following hold:
1. C(D) is fully balanced iff C(D u >) is fully balanced.
2. if C(D) is fully balanced then C(D t >) is fully balanced.
3. if C(D) is fully balanced then C(>) is fully balanced.
Proof. 1. We start with the “only if” direction. Toward a contradiction, assume
that C(D) is fully balanced while C(D u >) is not, then there must be a
subexpression occurrence of some E t F and some pointed class expression
C 0 (X) such that C(D u >) = C 0 (E t F ) where (w.l.o.g.) prune(C 0 (X))[F/X]
is unsatisfiable w.r.t. KB . We distinguish four cases:
8

– E t F occurs inside D. Let D0 (X) be such that D0 (E t F ) = D. This
means that prune(C(D(X) u >))[F/X] is unsatisfiable which by definition of prune and the semantics implies that prune(C(D(X)))[F/X]
is unsatisfiable. Thus we have identified an imbalanced occurrence of a
disjunction inside C(D), contradicting our assumption.
– D u > occurs inside E. Since prune(C 0 (X))[F/X] is unsatisfiable by assumption, we have found an imbalanced occurrence of a disjunction in
C(D), a contradiction.
– D u > occurs inside F . Let F 0 (X) be such that F 0 (D u >) = F . Then we
find that prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (D u >)/X] is unsatisfiable. But then clearly,
prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (D)/X] is unsatisfiable as well, whence we have found
an imbalanced occurrence of a disjunction in C(D), a contradiction.
– Neither of the above. In that case, let C 00 (X, Y ) be such that C 00 (E t
F, Y ) = C(Y ) and C 00 (X, D u >) = C 0 (X). Note that by assumption,
prune(C 00 (X, D u >))[F/X] is not satisfiable. Yet then, by definition of
prune and the equivalence of D and D u > we also obtain unsatisfiability of prune(C 00 (X, D))[F/X], whence we have found an imbalanced
occurrence of a disjunction in C(D).
The “if” direction can be proven in exactly the same manner as above due
to the equivalence of the classes D and D u >.
2. Toward a contradiction, assume that C(D) is fully balanced while C(D t >)
is not, i.e., there is a subexpression occurrence of some E t F and some
pointed class expression C 0 (X) such that C(D t >) = C 0 (E t F ) where
prune(C 0 (X))[F/X] is unsatisfiable w.r.t. KB . W.l.o.g. we assume that E tF
is chosen such that it not inside another imbalanced disjunction. We distinguish six cases:
– C(X) = C 0 (X), E = D and F = >. Then prune(C(X))[>/X] would be
unsatisfiable, thus by D v > and Proposition 1 also prune(C(X))[D/X]
would be unsatisfiable. If X did not occur inside a disjunction in C(X),
we would get C(X) = prune(C(X)) and thus unsatisfiability of C(D),
contradicting the assumption. Consequently, X must occur inside a disjunction, i.e. C(X) = C 00 (G(X) t H). W.l.o.g., we choose G(X) and H
such that G(X) does not contain a disjunction, hence prune(G(X)) =
G(X). This yields prune(C 00 (X))[G(D)/X] = prune(C 00 (G(X)))[D/X] =
prune(C 00 (G(X) t H))[D/X] = prune(C(X))[D/X] which is known to be
unsatisfiable. Therefore we have found C(D) to comprise an imbalanced
disjunction containing E t F which was excluded by assumption.
– C(X) = C 0 (X), E = > and F = D. Yet then prune(C(X))[D/X] would
be unsatisfiable as well, whence we can argue exactly as in the preceding
case.
– E t F occurs inside D. Let D0 (X) be such that D0 (E t F ) = D. By
assumption, we have that prune(C(D0 (X) t >))[F/X] is unsatisfiable.
Since by definition of prune prune(C(D0 (X) t >)) = prune(C(D0 (X))),
we can infer that prune(C(D0 (X)))[F/X] is unsatisfiable and therefore
already C(D) must have contained an imbalanced disjunction, which
contradicts the assumption.
9

– D t > occurs inside E. Then, due to prune(C 0 (X))[F/X] being unsatisfiable, we have found an imbalanced occurrence of a disjunction in C(D),
a contradiction.
– D t > occurs inside F . Let F 0 (X) be such that F 0 (D t >) = F . Then
prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (D t>)/X] is unsatisfiable. Now, from D v D t> being
a tautology, we can infer via Proposition 1 that prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (D)/X]
must be unsatisfiable as well, giving rise to an unbalanced occurrence in
C(D), a contradiction.
– Neither of the above. In that case, let C 00 (X, Y ) be such that C 00 (E t
F, Y ) = C(Y ) and C 00 (X, D u >) = C 0 (X). Note that by assumption,
prune(C 00 (X, D t >))[F/X] is not satisfiable.
We have to distinguish two subcases
• If C 00 (X, D t >) is of the form that there are G(X) and H(X) such
that C 00 (X, D t >) = C 000 (G(X) t H(D t >)) then
prune(C 00 (X, D t >))
= prune(C 000 (G(X) t H(D t >)))
= prune(C 000 (G(X)))
= prune(C 000 (G(X) t H(D)))
= prune(C 00 (X, D)).
• Otherwise prune(C 00 (X, D t >)) = prune(C 00 (X, Y ))[D t >/Y ] w
prune(C 00 (X, Y ))[D/Y ] = prune(C 00 (X, D)).
In both cases we obtain prune(C 00 (X, D t >)) w prune(C 00 (X, D)), thus
prune(C 00 (X, D))[F/X] is not satisfiable, contradicting C(D)’s full balancedness.
3. Toward a contradiction, assume that C(D) is fully balanced while C(>) is
not, i.e., there is a subexpression occurrence of some E tF and some pointed
class expression C 0 (X) such that C(>) = C 0 (EtF ) where prune(C 0 (X))[F/X]
is unsatisfiable w.r.t. KB . W.l.o.g. we assume that E t F is chosen such that
it not inside another imbalanced disjunction. We distinguish three cases:
– The replaced > occurs inside E. Then, due to prune(C 0 (X))[F/X] being
unsatisfiable, we have found an imbalanced occurrence of a disjunction
in C(D), a contradiction.
– The replaced > occurs inside F . Let F 0 (X) be the according pointed
expression such that F 0 (>) = F . Then prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (>)/X] is unsatisfiable. Now, from D v > being a tautology, we can infer via Proposition 1 that prune(C 0 (X))[F 0 (D)/X] must be unsatisfiable as well, giving
rise to an unbalanced occurrence in C(D), a contradiction.
– Neither of the above. In that case, let us choose C 00 (X, Y ) such that
C 00 (E tF, Y ) = C(Y ) and C 00 (X, >) = C 0 (X). Note that by assumption,
prune(C 00 (X, >))[F/X] is not satisfiable.
We have to distinguish two subcases
• If C 00 (X, >) is of the form that there are G(X) and H(X) such that
C 00 (X, >) = C 000 (G(X) t H(>)) then
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prune(C 00 (X, >))
= prune(C 000 (G(X) t H(>)))
= prune(C 000 (G(X)))
= prune(C 000 (G(X) t H(D)))
= prune(C 00 (X, D)).
• Otherwise we have prune(C 00 (X, >)) = prune(C 00 (X, Y ))[>/Y ] w
prune(C 00 (X, Y ))[D/Y ] = prune(C 00 (X, D)).
In both cases we obtain prune(C 00 (X, >)) w prune(C 00 (X, D)), therefore
prune(C 00 (X, D))[F/X] is not satisfiable, contradicting C(D)’s full balancedness.
t
u

5

Navigation

We now describe the navigation provided by our class exploration methodology
on an abstract level as modifications of a pointed class expression C(X).
(M) Moving the focus. For moving the focus, one picks an occurrence of a
subclass D which is not in the scope of a negation. Then we obtain C 0 (X, Y )
from C(X) by replacing the chosen occurrence of D by Y if D = > and by
D u Y otherwise. Thereafter, we obtain C 00 (Y ) from C 0 (X, Y ) by replacing
E u X by E if X occurs in such a conjunction, or otherwise replacing X by
>. Finally, we obtain the result Cnew (X) of this operation from C 00 (Y ) by
substituting Y with X.
(D) Deleting subexpression at focus. This operation is applicable if X occurs
in C(X) inside a conjunction E u X. In this case, the result Cnew (X) is
obtained by replacing E u X by X.
(I) Inserting a disjunction. This operation is applicable if X occurs in C(X)
inside a conjunction E u X. In this case, the result Cnew (X) is obtained by
replacing E u X by E t X.
(E) Extending the expression. Pick a class expression D ∈ poss,
KB (C(X))
and obtain Cnew (X) by replacing X with ∃r(−) .X in case D = ∃r(−) .> or
otherwise with D u X.
We now establish two desirable properties, which justify the choice of the
navigation steps introduced above. First, we show that in the course of navigation, only fully balanced classes can be obtained if one starts from a fully
balanced pointed class expression.
Proposition 4. Each of the described navigation steps (M), (D), (I), and (E)
results in a fully balanced pointed class expression, if it is applied to a fully
balanced pointed class expression.
Proof. We show the claim for each step separately.
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(M) Moving the focus: assuming full balancedness of C(X), we obtain full balancedness of C 0 (X, Y )[top/Y ] via the first item of Proposition 3 and further
full balancedness of Cnew (X) by another application of it.
(D) Deleting subexpression at focus: note that by assumption C(X) can be written as C 0 (EuX). Knowing that C 0 (EuX) (and hence by definition C 0 (Eu>))
is fully balanced, we can apply the third item of Proposition 3 to obtain that
C 0 (>) (and hence by definition C 0 (X)) must be fully balanced as well.
(I) Inserting a disjunction. Let C 0 (X) such that C(X) = C 0 (E u X). Then by
Proposition 3, full balancedness of C 0 (E u >) implies that C 0 (E) is fully
balanced and by applying the second item of Proposition 3 follows full balancedness of C 0 (E t >).
(E) Extending the expression: note that the definition of poss,
KB (C(X)) ensures
that Cnew (X) must be fully balanced.
t
u
The second proposition shows that the proposed navigation methodology is
complete in the sense that we can construct all potentially “interesting” class
expressions.
Proposition 5. Each fully balanced pointed CI class expression can be constructed by a sequence of navigation steps starting from X.
Proof. Let C(X) be the fully balanced CI class expression and let C 0 = C(>).
We now reversely create a plan to construct C(X) from X. We initialize
D0 (X) = C(X) and, while one of the below conditions is applicable, do the
following:
– Di (X) contains a subexpression EtX, i.e. there is some Di0 (X) with Di (X) =
Di0 (E t X). Then define Di+1 (X) = Di0 (E u X) and note that Di (X) can be
constructed from Di+1 (X) by applying (I). Also note that Di+1 (X) must be
fully balanced, since Di (X) is (apply Proposition 3 items 1+2).
– Di (X) contains a subexpression A u X for a simple class A, i.e. there is some
Di0 (X) with Di (X) = Di0 (A u X). Then define Di+1 (X) = Di0 (X) and note
that Di can be constructed from Di+1 (X) by applying (E). Also note that
Di+1 (X) must be fully balanced, since Di (X) is (apply Proposition 3 item
3).
– Di (X) contains a subexpression ∃r(−) .X, i.e. there is some Di0 (X) with
Di (X) = Di0 (∃r(−) .X). Then define Di+1 (X) = Di0 (X) and note that Di (X)
can be constructed from Di+1 (X) by applying (E). Also note that Di+1 (X)
must be fully balanced, since Di (X) is (apply Proposition 3 item 3).
– Di (X) contains a subexpression E u X for a non simple class E, i.e. there is
some Di0 (X) with Di (X) = Di0 (E u X). Then, pick a simple subexpression A
of E, let E 0 (X) such that E = E 0 (A) and define Di+1 (X) = Di0 (E(∃r(−) .X))
iff A = ∃r(−) .>, otherwise let Di+1 (X) = Di0 (E(A u X)). Note that Di (X)
can be constructed from Di+1 (X) by applying (M). Also note that Di+1 (X)
must be fully balanced, since Di (X) is (apply Proposition 3 item 1 twice).
Note that each step reduces the size of Di , except for the last one, which,
however, ensures applicability of one of the other steps. Thus, there exists a n
12

linear in the size of C(X) for which Dn (X) = X. Then, obviously, the sequence
X = Dn , Dn−1 , . . . , D0 = C(X) represents a valid navigation plan from X to
C(X).
t
u
Summing up, our navigation paradigm is tuned in a way that favors construction of “meaningful” (in terms of satisfiability and balancedness) class descriptions but does not restrict expressivity otherwise.

6

The Possible World Explorer

We have developed a prototype of the Possible World Explorer (PEW9 for short)
that allows for both the exploration of possible worlds, and the assertion of negative axioms to eradicate possible worlds (“pew pew!”). On one hand, PEW is
implemented on top of the OWL API10 for handling ontologies, and on the HermiT reasoning engine [10] for checking the satisfiability of class expressions. On
the other hand, PEW reuses the principles and user interface of SEWELIS11 [2]
for the interactive construction and display of class expressions and their possible
adjuncts. A downloadable executable and screencasts of the system are available
at http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/softwares/pew/.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of PEW’s user interface. It is composed of a
toolbar (T) at the top, a class box (C) at the top left, an instance box (I) at the
bottom left, and an adjunct box (A) on the right. The class box (C) displays the
current pointed class expression C(X), where the subexpression at the focus X
is highlighted. The known instances of the class expression C(>) are listed in the
instance box (I). The possible adjuncts of C(X) are displayed in the adjunct box
(A). Class names are displayed as a tree according to the underlying ontology’s
class hierarchy, and unqualified existential restrictions are displayed as a tree according to the property hierarchy. For each possible adjunct D ∈ poss,
KB (C(X)),
both D and ¬D are displayed, except for the necessary D ∈ necKB (C(X)), for
which only D is displayed but in a larger font. For the concrete syntax of the class
expression and adjuncts, both DL notation and Manchester syntax are available. For better readability of complex expressions, we use indentation instead
of brackets, and syntax highlighting (foreground color) to distinguish between
class, role, and individual names.
From Figure 1, we can conclude a number of things about the pizza ontology 12 . From the class box, we conclude that a pizza may have no topping. From
the emptiness of the instance box, we conclude that there is no known individual
pizza without topping. From the adjunct box, we further conclude that such a
pizza must be some food, that it must have some base as an ingredient, but that
it may also be a country, and that it may have no country of origin.
9
10
11
12

We adopt the Semantic Web practice of flipping letters in acronyms.
http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/softwares/sewelis/
http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Possible World Explorer (PEW) showing that, according to
the pizza ontology, a pizza can have no topping.

Navigation from one (pointed) class expression to another is entirely performed in an interactive way. Double-clicking an adjunct extends the class expression by inserting it at the focus. Alternatively, adjuncts can be found by
auto-completion in the text fields (one at the focus in the class box, and another
above the adjunct box). The focus can be moved simply by clicking on various
parts of the class expression. The contextual menu of the class box (C) provides the additional navigation steps: inserting a disjunction, and deleting the
subexpression at focus. The toolbar (T) provides navigation in the history of
class expressions, as well as the update of the ontology. The button “Exclude”
adds the axiom C(>) v ⊥ to the ontology, in order to rule out models in which
the current class expression has instances. Figure 1 displays a situation where
this operation would make sense. To provide feedback about the update, the focus background color switches from green (satisfiable class) to red (unsatisfiable
class). In the case where the update would make the ontology inconsistent, the
button “Exclude” triggers an error message. Finally, the button “Save” saves
the updated ontology.
14

7

An Example Scenario

In this section, we describe an example scenario of exploration and completion
of the pizza ontology. This ontology has the advantage of being well-known,
covering a large subset of OWL constructs, and being representative for OWL
ontologies. While the pizza ontology is often referred to and was subject to a
number of refinements, we found in our exploration a number of unexpected
possible worlds, and hence missing axioms. The following scenario describes a
non-exhaustive exploration, and illustrates various situations that may arise.
7.1

First Steps in the Ontology

After launching PEW on the pizza ontology, the initial pointed class expression
is C(X) = X, the instance box displays the list of all named individuals, and
the adjunct box displays all simple class expressions. The latter means that
every simple class and its complement are satisfiable, which generally holds in
ontologies. Without prior knowledge, the user can then discover that the ontology
is about food (in particular pizzas, pizza bases and pizza toppings), countries,
and spiciness. The possible roles are “has ingredient” (refined into “has base”
and “has topping”), “has spiciness”, “has country of origin”, and their inverses.
Only 5 named individuals exist, namely for countries.
7.2

Class Exploration

In order to better understand the possible interactions between classes and properties, the user decides to navigate to each named class to discover what an
instance of that class can be. For example, by selecting the adjunct Country,
the pointed class expression becomes Country u X (see Figure 2). The instance
box says there are 5 known countries, namely America, England, France, Germany, and Italy. Surprisingly, the adjunct box says that a country can be some
food (possible adjunct Food), or not (possible adjunct ¬Food). This implies
we can further select the adjunct Food to reach the satisfiable class expression Country u Food u X. Obviously, such an individual should not be possible,
and we exclude this possibility by pushing the “Exclude” button, which has the
effect of adding the axiom Country u Food v ⊥ to the ontology. This illustrates
the claimed fact that even very basic negative constraints such as disjointness
axioms are often missing in ontologies. On the contrary, we found no missing
positive axiom like subclass axioms.
Navigating back to Country u X, the user can verify that a country cannot
anymore be an instance of another class. However, looking at possible roles, she
discovers that a country can not only be the country of origin of something (adjunct ∃hasCountryOfOrigin− .>), which is fine, but can also have a country of
origin (adjunct ∃hasCountryOfOrigin.>), and a spiciness. Those two undesirable possibilities can be ruled out by selecting an unexpected adjunct, and asserting a negative axiom with the “Exclude” button, and by repeating this sequence
15

Fig. 2. A screenshot showing, among other things, that a country can be some food,
and can have a country of origin.

on the other unexpected adjunct. Note that selecting the two adjuncts simultaneously, and then asserting an axiom would not be equivalent because this would
only exclude countries that have both a country of origin and a spiciness. Yet, it
is possible to use only one axiom provided a class union is used between the two
unexpected adjuncts. Starting from the pointed class Country u X, the selection
of the first adjunct leads to Country u (∃hasCountryOfOrigin.> u X). Then,
the insertion of a disjunction (from the contextual menu) leads to Country u
(∃hasCountryOfOrigin.> t X), from which the selection of the second adjunct
leads to Countryu(∃hasCountryOfOrigin.>t(∃hasSpiciness.>uX)). Excluding this class expression asserts the axiom: Countryu(∃hasCountryOfOrigin.>t
∃hasSpiciness.>) v ⊥. At this stage, the user can see no more undesirable adjuncts for countries, and move to other named classes.
Looking at food (C(X) = Food u X), the only undesirable adjunct is that
some food can be the country of origin of something, which the user excludes.
Looking at pizzas, she decides to exclude the possibility for a pizza to be an
ingredient. So far, we have only excluded positive possibilities (e.g., a pizza can
be an ingredient), but it is also possible to exclude negative possibilities. From the
adjunct box, the user discovers that, while a pizza must have some ingredient and
some base (the simple class ¬∃hasBase.> is not a possible adjunct), it may have
no topping (possible adjunct ¬∃hasTopping.>). This can be excluded simply
by selecting the negative adjunct (instead of the positive one), and asserting
16

the axiom Pizza u ¬∃hasTopping.> v ⊥ (see Figure 1), which is equivalent to
Pizza v ∃hasTopping.> (every pizza has a topping).
Finally, looking at spiciness (degrees), the user excludes the following possibilities: a spiciness that has a country of origin, a spiciness that is the country of
origin of something, and a spiciness that has a spiciness (degree). After those exclusions, a spiciness can only be the spiciness of something. The class Spiciness
has three subclasses: Hot, Medium, and Mild. Selecting any of those classes shows
that no other class is possible simultaneously, which means that disjointness axioms have already been asserted between them.
7.3

Exploring Roles

When exploring roles, we investigate for each role what can be at their range and
domain. Class exploration has covered axiom schemas A u B v ⊥, A u ∃r.> v ⊥
and A u ¬∃r.> v >. Here, we will cover axiom schemas ∃r.> u ¬A v ⊥ and
∃r.¬A v ⊥, which correspond, respectively, to domain and range axioms.
Looking at things that have a country of origin (with focus on the range, i.e.,
C(X) = ∃hasCountryOfOrigin.X), the user finds that the country of origin
may be not a country (adjunct ¬Country). This means that the range axiom for
role hasCountryOfOrigin is missing. It can be added by selecting the undesirable
adjunct, and asserting the axiom ∃hasCountryOfOrigin.¬Country v ⊥ which
is equivalent to > v ∀hasCountryOfOrigin.Country.
Inspecting things having a spiciness (C(X) = ∃hasSpiciness.>uX) with focus at the domain, it appears that those things may not be food (adjunct ¬Food).
This can be excluded by asserting the axiom ∃hasSpiciness.> u ¬Food v ⊥,
which is equivalent to ∃hasSpiciness.> v Food, and defines a domain axiom.
7.4

Further Exploration

When there are named individuals, we can also explore each of them. In the pizza
ontology, the only named individuals are countries, which are already classified
as countries, and declared different from each other. In this section, we provide
an additional example to show that our approach does not only apply to simple
interactions between named classes and roles.
The class Pizza has a number of subclasses that are generally defined through
equivalent classes axioms as pizzas satisfying certain criteria. For example, there
is the VegetarianPizza class, and obviously it should not be possible to find
a vegetarian pizza that contains some meat or fish as an ingredient. Following
the advocatus diaboli approach, this is exactly what we are going to try and
find. Starting from a vegetarian pizza (C(X) = VegetarianPizza u X), we find
that it may (and must) have some ingredient (adjunct ∃hasIngredient.>). By
selecting this adjunct, we reach the class expression C(X) = VegetarianPizzau
∃hasIngredient.X, with the focus on the ingredient. As possible ingredients,
we find only food, subdivided into pizza base and pizza topping. Under the class
PizzaTopping, we find that both subclasses MeatTopping and FishTopping are
possible! It is even possible to reach a vegetarian pizza that has both meat
17

Fig. 3. A screenshot showing that a vegetarian pizza may contain some meat or fish.

and fish as ingredients. The two undesirable possibilities can be excluded at
once by navigating to the satisfiable and balanced class VegetarianPizza u
∃hasIngredient.(MeatTopping t FishTopping) (see Figure 3), and pushing the
Exclude button. Looking at the ontology, we do find that a vegetarian pizza is
defined as a pizza that contains neither meat nor fish. The problem is that in the
respective axiom, the role “has topping” was used instead of the more general
“has ingredient”. Obviously, a vegetarian pizza should have no meat or fish, no
matter what part of the pizza contains it!

8

Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed an intuitive methodology for adding negative constraints to
OWL ontologies in an exploratory way. To this end, we devised and implemented
an interaction paradigm for constructing intuitive satisfiable class expressions in
an interactive way reminiscent of faceted browsing, which–if found to be absurd–
can be turned unsatisfiable by adding a corresponding negative constraint to the
underlying ontology.
Future work on this subject clearly includes scalability and usability investigations and improvements. For seamless navigation and editing, the underlying
reasoning steps must be performed in near-realtime which poses some restriction
on the computational intricacy of the considered ontology. In order to enlarge
the scope of applicability of our method, we will optimize PEW in terms of
minimizing OWL API calls.
On the usability side, next to thorough user studies, we will further enrich
the tool with further functionality beyond mere exclusion of unwanted class
expressions. Ultimately, we plan to provide PEW as a Protégé plugin.
18
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